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but google's response to my column, which i returned today (so far), is a pale imitation of the results
it got when i used their earlier form of "search". (there are a hundred other ways i could have said
what i meant, but that wouldn't have gotten me more hits from google.) google's new "search" is
pathetic. it delivers the same set of links that, according to google, made my original search so

unique. that's why search sites, unlike search engines, need to assume a certain amount of creative
input. it seems to me that all search engines should have a creative element. yet the yahoo spiders
crawled the web just as i did, and the msn spiders crawled the web just as i did, and whatever index
yahoo and msn have are nearly as good as google's for many purposes. in other words, "search" is
just part of a complex problem that's more art than science, and no central intelligence can solve
without losing to all the other intelligences already at work. part of the problem is obvious: search

engines can't index themselves. another part of the problem is the problem of chaos, and even
today, the best search engine that can't link to itself may be the best search engine. boggle. we
know already that the internet is changing the nature of every utterance and expressive act. it is

changing the nature of how we read and consume books. we can already see the way in which the
medium is de-centring the idea of the global from any privileged place. for example, the ideas of

george bush jr and tony blair did not become more salient when they spoke on television. they were
salient long before they spoke on television because their ideas were being circulated within the

community. our time is the time of decentralisation. it is here that the internet plays a key role. the
distinction between inside and outside public life is no more. you can now read what chomsky has to

say and what hawking has to say wherever you want it. in the old days, from the late leviathan
onwards, people would talk about the internet as something that is only there, that is, if they came

online. today, the internet is everywhere and its users are everywhere. we are able to hear someone
speaking online in, say, arizona, and also in the streets of the soweto township of johannesburg. this

is an incredible change.
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the overwhelming majority of what we read on the internet is still information. some internet users
prefer to see blogs, informal essays and adverts but when we look at the pattern of use on the

internet we see that, in aggregate, most of the stuff it produces is information, not often engaging
the participant in anything other than information. by contrast, a book is more often than not a

conversation, not just about some thing, but about the interplay of what the author is saying with the
reader. the web, generally, does not do that. blogs are not conversations, no matter how much of an
approximation they are, or adverts, they are not epistles in which you are having a conversation with

people like you, they are not invitation's to ask questions about what the advertiser is doing, and
they tend to be pretty short. the great thing about the web, of course, is that a blogger doesn't really

have to be a person, but can be anything. books are bound by a kind of necessity. there's a finite
(and usually quite small) number of writers (and even then, you have to write often enough to be a
successful writer). blogs, by comparison, invite unlimited users. 'the web is a perfect analogy of all

that is possible in life' (my favorite internet commentator on this subject - http://blog.opb.org). by its
very structure, the web is a perfect mechanism for bringing the infinite number of lives that we are
part of to bear on the world. you don't know what is possible. the web provides a space where our

various, contradictory, and sometimes inane lives are broadcast, which i find immensely comforting.
the screen in our computer, our browser, makes us the subject of our own experience. the

randomness of the web is intoxicating. you can't describe or analyse it. you don't know what's
coming next. it's a space in which there is no anyone, not really, it's not a place to go, it's a place

where we are constantly present. 5ec8ef588b
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